Minnesota Government Recognizes
Meaningful Civic Engagement as Means to
Create a More Inclusive Stronger Democracy
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I. Introduction
The State of Minnesota has sought to be a leader on civil rights and providing equal opportunities for all.2 Minnesota was the first state within the United States to form a statewide agency
to combat discrimination when it created the Minnesota Department of Human Rights (the
Department) in 1967.3 While civil rights progress in Minnesota has not always been linear,
Minnesota is generally regarded as a leader among states within the United States on civil rights
issues.4 In 2012, the voters in Minnesota defeated constitutional amendments denying same–
sex couples the right to marry and requiring photo identification to vote.5 In 2013, Minnesota
joined a handful of jurisdictions prohibiting private employers from inquiring into the criminal
history of job applicants prior to extending the job applicant an interview.6 In 2014, Minnesota
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In 1967, Minnesota Governor Harold LeVander in his inauguration speech called upon Minnesotans to lead on civil rights and
creating equal opportunities for all. Governor LeVander stated, “We need people who have an understanding and compassion for men. We need people who want to follow the commandment ‘Love one Another.’ Because our most critical problems
are really people problems, we are going to have to try to understand people. How do we encourage society to accept the
former convict? How do we motivate underprivileged children? How do we create true harmony among races? . . . I am asking Minnesota to take the opportunity to initiate and implement programs that will set the pace for meeting our present and
future problems. In a word, I am asking Minnesota to lead. If we in Minnesota can’t create racial harmony, we should ask no
state to do it.” Governor Harold LeVander, Inaugural Address to the 65th Session of the Minnesota Legislature, January 4, 1967.
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Governor LeVander in his 1969 state of state speech to the Minnesota Legislature commended Minnesota for its work in establishing the Minnesota Department of Human Rights. Governor LeVander noted, “It is an issue which intimately affects every
man and directly tests our principles. It is the question of human rights. Two years ago we recognized the vital importance of
this concern and you created the nation’s first Department of Human Rights. You passed a fair housing law. The Department
formed almost 50 local human rights councils and handled over 450 cases of discrimination.” Governor Harold LeVander,
Inaugural Address to the 66th Session of the Minnesota Legislature, January 8, 1969.
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At the 1948 Democratic convention, Minneapolis Mayor Hubert Humphrey, who would subsequently be elected to the United
States Senate and attain the office of Vice-President of the United States, delivered a landmark address calling upon his political party “to get out of the shadow of states’ rights and walk forthrightly into the bright sunshine of human rights.” See, “Into
the bright sunshine – Hubert Humphrey’s civil-rights agenda,” MinnPost, Iric Nathanson, May 23, 2011.
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See, Minnesota voters beat same-sex marriage, photo ID measures, MPRnews, Patrick Condon, Associated Press, November
7, 2012 and Minnesota residents vote down photo ID requirement, Rochester Post Bulletin, November 7, 2012. Minnesota was
the only state in the United States in 2012 to defeat a ballot initiative restricting enfranchisement rights. The Department of
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passed the Women’s Economic Security Act (WESA) to become one of the first states in the
nation to take action to ensure that its large business contracting partners provide equal pay
to women7 and to require all employers in Minnesota to allow pregnant employees the ability
to obtain lifting, sitting and bathroom accommodations without having to submit a note from
their treating medical professional.8
Another step taken by the State of Minnesota to lead on civil rights issues and ensure that
all people are provided with equal opportunities was the creation of the Diversity and Inclusion
Council. On January 20, 2015, Governor Mark Dayton signed Executive Order 15–02 (Executive
Order) which formally established the creation of the Diversity and Inclusion Council.9 The
Executive Order constituted a fundamental change for Minnesota Government in approaching and pursuing the creation of state government employment and business contracting opportunities with historically disenfranchised communities beyond regulatory compliance with
Minn. Stat. 16A and 43A.10
The most significant fundamental change for Minnesota Government within the Executive
Order however was the establishment for the first time of a coordinated effort by state government to ensure that all Minnesotans could participate in the development of public policy
through meaningful civic engagement with administrative agencies.11 The effort to create a
statewide framework for authentic civic engagement was an ambitious effort by Minnesota officials as the academic literature on civic engagement suggest that such efforts had been exclusively confined to cities and counties.12
The purpose of this paper is to provide information about the steps taken by the public,
administrative agency officials, and the Department to make the vision of civic engagement
among administrative agencies set forth within the Executive Order a reality. The author hopes
that government officials will take the ideas and lessons learned through the effort undertaken
in Minnesota to improve upon future civic engagement efforts within all levels of government
and encourage other states to implement statewide civic engagement.13 This paper will discuss
the formation of the civic engagement steering committee, the civic engagement work plan
created by the steering committee, the governance structure created to implement and sustain
civic engagement, and the efforts undertaken by the State of Minnesota to implement the civic
engagement work plan. In an effort to provide context for how civic engagement came to be
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Executive Order 15-02 provides, in part, that Minnesota should lead “in its commitment to equal employment opportunities,
equal contracting opportunities and full participation in civic life for all Minnesotans.” The Executive Order was subsequently
amended by Executive Order 16-01.
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Id. Executive Order 15-02 provides, in part, that all in Minnesota should “have the opportunity to fully participate in the
development of policy within our vibrant democracy.”
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embedded within the Executive Order and the role of the Department in this effort it is helpful
to begin with a discussion the current civic engagement and participation landscape and the
events that led to the creation of the Diversity and Inclusion Council.

II. Public Engagement and Participation in Public Policy Landscape
Public engagement is a broad term that encompasses a wide variety of indirect and direct activities by which people’s concerns, needs, interests, and values are incorporated into decisions and
actions on public matters and interests.14 Direct participation occurs when people are personally involved and actively engaged in providing input, making decisions, and solving problems
whereas indirect participation occurs when people select someone to act on their behalf as an
agent.15 Direct participation generally falls into one of three categories — conventional, thin,
and thick.16
Conventional participation is the form of participation which most people are familiar. In
conventional participation, citizens are often asked to sit in a room and watch decision-makers
sit behind a table and go through a pre-set agenda that defines the topics for discussions for
the meeting.17 Once the agenda has been exhausted, there is typically a limited public comment
period in which citizens have a few minutes at an open microphone to address the decisionmakers.18
Thin participation refers to a variety of fast, easy, and convenient approaches that allow
individuals to receive information, submit ideas, indicate preferences, or provide feedback in a
fast or convenient way.19 As thin participation usually has short time commitments that involve
a discrete amount of information, it generally occurs by telephone, online or during an isolated
face-to-face meeting.20
Thick participation refers to processes in which large numbers of people work together in
small groups to discuss, learn, decide and act together. 21 Common elements of thick participation include proactive member recruitment, small-group facilitations, sequenced discussion,
framing of issues and decision making of action planning.22 While thick participation often occurs when members meet face-to-face, a growing number of online platforms for thick participation have emerged such as Engagement HQ, MetroQuest and Zilino.23 Thick participation is
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the most meaningful and powerful; unfortunately thick participation is also the least common
as it is the most intensive and time consuming.24
There is no definition of public participation at the federal level despite over two hundred
mandates for public participation within the United States Code.25 All too often, public participation has been reduced at the federal level to limited written public comment during the
rulemaking process or three minutes in front of a microphone at the end of a public meeting.26
Minnesota statutes, similar to federal law, generally contain very little detail about public participation except with regard to notice and comment during the rulemaking process.27
Several administrative agencies are however specifically instructed under Minnesota law to
“use technology where appropriate to increase agency productivity, improve customer service,
increase public access to information about government, and increase public participation in
the business of government.”28

III. Creation of Diversity and Inclusion Council Executive Order
In April of 2011, Governor Dayton convened a meeting in North Minneapolis to hear about
pressing issues within the African-American community.29 At the time of the meeting, the extent of disparities in the unemployment rate between African-Americans and Caucasians was
among the starkest among metropolitan areas in the United States.30 In 2011, the unemployment rate for African-Americans in Minnesota was 23.5%.31
The community members asked Governor Dayton to address the unemployment disparities in the African-American community by creating more employment and business opportunities between the State of Minnesota and the African–American community.32 Community
members also asked Governor Dayton for the opportunity to be in ongoing dialog with him
and the members of his cabinet so that the African-American community could be involved
in the development of policies created by administrative agencies that directly impacted their
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lives.33 Academics would define the relationship sought by the African-American community
as “collaborative governance.”34
Subsequent to the meeting, Governor Dayton asked the Commissioner of the Department
of Administration to examine the state’s contracting practices and to provide recommendations on how to increase opportunities with small disadvantaged businesses35 and for the
Commissioner of Human Rights to examine and provide recommendations on the hiring and
retention practices of the administrative agencies that comprised his cabinet.36
In determining best practices among Minnesota employers in the area of hiring and retention, the Department met with several individuals leading diversity and inclusion efforts in the
private, public, and non-profit sectors. Some of the consistent messages received from these
leaders were: (1) the importance for senior leadership to demonstrate support for the diversity
and inclusion effort; (2) the importance for the diversity and inclusion effort to be understood
throughout the organization; (3) metrics of success be broadly and clearly communicated; and
(4) individuals responsible for implementing the civic engagement effort felt supported by senior management.
Several diversity and inclusion leaders also felt it was critical to establish a customer centric
culture within their organization. These inclusion leaders often expressed this effort as building
“brand allegiance” with their customers consistent with their vision of diversity and inclusion.
These diversity and inclusion leaders believed that a customer centric culture leads to their customers wanting to (1) work for them, (2) contract with them as a business vendor, or (3) help
them grow their business as an advocate.
In reflecting upon all of the comments, we heard from diversity and inclusion leaders, we
believed that a customer centric culture where we commit to “brand allegiance” seemed to be
the most consistent approach for building a strong vibrant democratic government built upon
authentic civic engagement. Government officials should work to ensure that all of its citizens
have the opportunity to fully participate in the manner they wish to participate within the
democracy.37 Governmental units that work toward building a more inclusive public policy
process in which government employees actively collaborate with citizens are likely to reap the
benefits of a diverse workforce, a diverse vendor base and stronger democracy.
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Ideals, 42 Mitchell Hamline Law Review 1474 (2016)(Noting that a new form of public engagement with historically disenfranchised groups based upon democratic ideals is necessary to eradicate social and economic disparities and create a prosperous
future for America).
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Micah Hines, General Counsel for Governor Dayton, was charged with the responsibility of drafting the Executive Order reflective of the intent of the Governor.38 The Department
shared its thoughts with the General Counsel. The new Executive Order, drafted by the General
Counsel with the assistance of the Commissioner of Human Rights, was entitled Diversity and
Inclusion.
The Executive Order provides that the Commissioner of Human Rights would chair the
committee responsible for implementing civic engagement efforts.39 The formal charge given to
the Department from the Diversity and Inclusion Council was to ensure that all Minnesotans
have equitable opportunities to participate fully in the development of policy within our democracy.40 Consistent with the Executive Order framework, the Department began to work
toward (1) understanding the extent of current civic engagement efforts within administrative
agencies; (2) gathering information about best practices in civic engagement from the community, practitioners and academics; and (3) instilling a culture within all administrative agencies to commit to continually seeking to improve their community engagement efforts with all
Minnesotans.41 The charge given to the Commissioner of Human Rights was consistent with
the primary duties identified for the Commissioner under the Act and its legislative scheme.42
In addition to intentionally directing civic engagement efforts, the Diversity and Inclusion
Executive Order also dramatically differed from prior Executive Orders issued by Minnesota
Governors in that: (1) all administrative agencies within the Governor’s cabinet were charged
with the responsibility to fulfill the Executive Order;43 (2) the language went beyond merely
ensuring that statutes were properly implemented but instead required the establishment of
metrics and the development of a long range plan that set forth best practices;44 and (3) the
Governor would chair the Diversity and Inclusion Council.45
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and was the continuation of an Executive Order 91-14 signed by Governor Arne Carlson. The sole purpose of Executive Order
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Relations, Department of Employment and Economic Development and Department of Human Rights.
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IV. Civic Engagement Foundation
The Department initially focused on four primary tasks in building the civic engagement foundation. The first task for the Department was to conduct more in–depth research on best practices within the area of civic engagement.46 The Governor was particularly interested in finding
out if there were any other states that had launched similar statewide civic engagement initiatives.
The Department did not uncover any other states that had launched a similar statewide
initiative on civic engagement. However, the Department did uncover that there were several
civic engagement initiatives that had been launched or were being launched by cities to engage
citizens in their public policy work.
A. Survey Research
A report that was reflective of the Department’s research into civic engagement was Bright Spots
in Community Engagement, Case Studies of U.S. Communities Creating Greater Civic Engagement
from the Bottom Up, which was authored by the National League of Cities and the John S. and
James L. Knight Foundation.47 The Bright Spots report highlighted the civic engagement work
of 14 cities in the United States.48
The report noted that when civic engagement is done well, civic engagement has the ability
to change policy and reconcile community divisions.49 The report further noted that there is a
relationship between community engagement and vitality as “engagement generates opportunity by creating networks of individuals, organizations, and institutions committed to development and sustainability.”50
The report noted that the definition of civic engagement was not uniform among the 14 cit51
ies. While not uniform, the report noted that the identified civic engagement initiatives within
the 14 cities contained the following three common elements:52
1) A significant number of people were given a chance to shape government priorities;
2) Government leaders sought to tap into the energy and creativity of citizens to spur economic development; and
3) Effort sought to improve access to government data with the ultimate goal of improving
the quality of life for all in the community.
The Bright Spots report however noted that while cities were experiencing success, there were
also several challenges in the area of civic engagement.53 The Bright Spots report noted three
primary challenges for government:54
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1) How to achieve scale – Most of the efforts undertaken within cities were confined
within a few departments. Accordingly, how does government build upon and replicate
their micro-level efforts to reshape all of their departments and systems?
2) How to reconcile deep community divisions within “hard-to-reach” communities –
A perennial question asked within all of the efforts was how does government address
issues surrounding race, ethnicity, and class to ensure real inclusion for all? “There appears to be a need for increased sophistication in understanding how . . . to broaden
and deepen community engagement” among historically disenfranchised communities.
3) How sustainability is achieved – How do initiatives survive when changes in political
leadership occur? How will initiatives be adopted and adapted so that learning and innovation can evolve over time?
B. Community Stakeholder Meetings
The second task for the Department was to meet with community stakeholders from historically disenfranchised communities in order to build trust;55 to begin to identify current civic
engagement efforts within communities; and to identify best practices for civic engagement
challenges from the perspective of communities working with agencies in the formulation and
development of policy.
All the community members the Department spoke with were enthusiastic about the State’s
effort to focus on civic engagement. Many community members were also eager to share and
provide insight on best practices as well as committing to partnering with the Department as
the work of civic engagement proceeded.56
A number of ideas were generated from the community stakeholder conversations. The
themes recurring most often from the community stakeholder conversations were:57
§§ Agencies should not be fearful of utilizing civic engagement to tackle complex issues,
i.e. dealing with age demographic shifts. Complex issues can be a positive catalyst for
promoting systemic change in approaching impending problems.
§§ Agencies should be focused on creating long–term institutional relationships as opposed to being seen by individuals and community organizations as only wanting to
create a one–time transactional relationship. Real civic engagement is a cultural shift
that will go beyond compliance with administrative rules. One community representative used the analogy of the medical care one receives from their regular treating physician to the medical care that they receive when they periodically visit an urgent care
clinic every four to five years.
§§ Civic engagement thrives when it is clear through financial and human capital that the
leadership within the agency is committed to supporting civic engagement. Community
stakeholders encouraged an examination of how civic engagement is communicated
55

The Department focused its initial conversations regarding restoring trust with leaders of community organizations to begin
to frame the larger conversation with community. The expectation of the Department was that the initial conversations would
serve to be the beginning of a subsequent larger dialog with the community.
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within organizations, what resources are provided for civic engagement and how they
seek to induce an internal mindset change regarding civic engagement.
Agencies should ensure civic engagement occurs early enough in the process to be of
value to stakeholders and should clearly define their role and purpose in the effort to
ensure that stakeholders have ownership in the process. Too often civic engagement is
seen by community stakeholders solely to “rubber stamp” a decision that has already
been made.
Agencies that facilitate well–run community meetings and are transparent in the publication of their data are perceived by the public as good civic engagement partners.
Community stakeholders encouraged agencies to examine how much training is provided to agency staff on how to convene meetings and examine how accessible agency
data is to the public.
Agencies that have good civic engagement are able to distill information to a practical
level for all of its audiences. Several community stakeholders commented that too much
engagement occurs “at the 40,000–foot level” in which they fell ill–equipped to provide
meaningful input. Additionally, several community members noted that too often they
are unable to respond because the agency has not provided them with sufficient background information.
Agencies should pay particular attention to what may be perceived as small technical details that have a big impact on turnout such as childcare, food, parking, and the
location of the meeting. Agencies should work to lessen the financial burden and time
constraints for disenfranchised communities to be engaged.
Metrics that go beyond mere attendance in a meeting are important for agencies to
understand, measure, and track on a consistent basis going forward. While no clear
consensus emerged from the conversation as to the best model for metrics, community stakeholders believe solely relying on quantitative metrics is insufficient and that
qualitative data about how participants felt about the process, their desire to participate
again, the transparency of data, and the willingness to engage with people who have different points of view were also important.

C. Administrative Agency Survey
The third task undertaken by the Department was to conduct a survey of the existing civic
engagement efforts of administrative agencies to develop a civic engagement baseline.58 The
survey was comprised of nine questions and the expectation of the Department in creating
the survey was that staff would follow up with the administrative agencies on specific issues
raised within the survey responses.59 In an effort to obtain candid responses, the Department
informed the administrative agencies that their information would be compiled and reported
in an aggregate format.
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Below are the nine survey questions that were given to the administrative agencies and the
aggregate responses that were drafted and submitted by the Department to Governor Dayton:60
1. Does your agency engage in civic engagement efforts with the public during the
development of agency policy?

All agencies are engaged in civic engagement efforts with the public during the development of agency policy. The majority of the agencies that responded to this question
limited their response to civic engagement efforts that were part of a specific administrative rule making process or a formal multi–year planning process. The committee
anticipated asking additional questions to determine the level and prevalence of other
forms of civic engagement by administrative agencies.
2. Does your agency internally communicate the importance of civic engagement in
the development of agency policy?

A little less than half of the agencies that responded to this question failed to identify
how leadership communicated the importance of civic engagement in the development
of agency policy. As to the agencies that responded that they did internally communicate
the importance of civic engagement in the development of agency policy, all referenced
that they felt civic engagement was an important value within their mission statement.
3. What type of training do you provide to staff concerning civic engagement?

The amount of training provided to staff concerning civic engagement varied widely
among the administrative agencies. Some agencies provided no training to staff on civic
engagement. Some agencies provided training to staff on civic engagement in the form
of how to convene and conduct public meetings. A few agencies were providing staff
with training on civic engagement beyond how to convene and conduct public meetings.
4. How does the agency facilitate public meetings to maximize civic engagement?

Agencies identified a wide variety of means to facilitate and maximize civic engagement. Most agencies relied on receiving information from the public through agency
sponsored events such as conferences, formal presentations, open houses, and formal
agency comment requests for information. However, several agencies identified attending community events and having direct conversations with interested stakeholders. The
World Café61 model was cited most often as a means to facilitate community conversations; however, several other meeting models were identified by agencies. Additionally,

60
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World Café is a methodology for hosting large group dialogue. http://www.theworldcafe.com/key-concepts-resources/
world-cafe-method/
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several web–based platforms such as MetroQuest62 and CitiZing63 were identified by
agencies as examples of facilitating public meetings in cyberspace.
5. How does your agency publish data to promote civic engagement?

The most common manner in which agencies publish their data to promote their civic
engagement efforts was through the use of their website, monthly newsletters, news
releases, and annual reports to the Legislature. Several of the larger agencies have developed targeted civic engagement strategies for key identified projects. A few agencies,
mostly large agencies, publish civic engagement materials in multiple languages.
6. What metrics does your agency use to determine the success of your civic engagement efforts?

Most agencies responded to this question by referencing the number of people who attended meetings, the number of meetings subsequently attended by people who attended the first meeting, the number of hits to the agency website requesting information,
and the number of people who requested project updates. A few agencies identified that
they had retained outside consultants to evaluate their civic engagement efforts.
7. If you have councils, boards, or task forces that assist in the development of
agency public policy, what steps does your agency undertake to ensure that your
councils, boards, and task forces reflect the diversity of Minnesota?

Most agencies track the diversity of the councils, boards and task forces that assist in
the development of agency public policy and most agencies wanted assistance from the
committee to ensure they have diverse representation.
8. What type of training concerning civic engagement would your agency like to receive during the next biennium beginning July 1, 2015?

The most common form of training or guidance concerning civic engagement identified by administrative agencies concerned: (a) the development of civic engagement
metrics, (b) how to convene meetings/communicate with diverse audiences, and (c)
how to integrate employee training and development regarding cross- cultural communication and how to avoid unintended bias.
9. Is there information about civic engagement which you have not provided but
that you believe should be shared with the Governor?

A few agencies explicitly stated that they believe that this is important work and would
like all Minnesotans to engage in our civic engagement opportunities. A few other agencies offered that they were willing to assist other agencies in sharing best practices in
civic engagement.
62

An online public engagement platform for urban and transportation planning. https://metroquest.com/
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In following up with administrative agencies after the survey, the Department asked agency
officials additional questions to obtain a better understanding of their requests for assistance
from the civic engagement committee. The refined requests for assistance from the civic engagement committee were:64
§§ Provide training on how to develop metrics to successfully measure civic engagement;65
§§ Provide information on innovative and successful models for civic engagement;
§§ Provide information on best practices for conducting civic engagement; and
§§ Provide training on how to successfully run and conduct public meetings.
D. Administrative Agency Work Group
The final task for the Department was to meet with administrative agency officials to determine
best practices within civic engagement that were occurring within administrative agencies.66
The Department met with several commissioners and individuals leading interagency task
force efforts to ascertain best practices within state government, identify leading practitioners
within state government, and identify existing resources within state government that could
support the development of civic engagement best practices.67 The Department referred to this
group as the Administrative Agency Work Group.
The Department reached out to the Commissioners of the Department of Education,
Department of Health, the Department of Employment and Economic Development, the
Minnesota Pollution Control Agency, the Department of Administration, and the Chair of the
Metropolitan Council to participate as members of the Administrative Agency Work Group.68
The administrative agencies were selected because of their prior work in civic engagement or
because of their interest in developing their organization’s capacity in civic engagement.69
The Department also reached out to the leaders of the following interagency task force efforts or sub-cabinet initiatives: Olmstead Implementation,70 Reducing Recidivism,71 Workforce
Alignment,72 and Ending Homelessness73 to serve on the agency work group. The leaders of the
interagency groups were asked to participate because the Department perceived conducting
64

See, Governor Dayton’s Diversity and Inclusion Council, January 1, 2016 Report to Governor Dayton, page 32.
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Id. Metrics, by a significant margin, was the issue most often cited by the administrative agencies for the civic engagement
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On January 28, 2013, Governor Mark Dayton issued Executive Order 13-01 which established an Olmstead Subcabinet to
develop and implement a comprehensive Minnesota Olmstead Plan. On January 28, 2015, Governor Dayton issued Executive
Order 15-03 which further defined the role and nature of the Olmstead Subcabinet.
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The Minnesota Statewide Initiative to Reduce Recidivism (MNSIRR) is a collaborative initiative between state and county
systems, community service providers, and other stakeholders to reduce the recidivism rate statewide which is led by the
Minnesota Department of Corrections (DOC).
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Pursuant to an initiative of the National Governors Association Policy Academy, the Department of Employment and
Economic Development sought to coordinate the efforts of state agencies to ensure that all Minnesotans — students and adult
learners – are given the necessary skills to compete and succeed in the global economy.
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The Minnesota Interagency Council on Homelessness is comprised of 11 State agencies, the Met Council and the Governor’s
Office and is accountable for leading the State’s efforts to achieve Housing Stability for all Minnesotans.
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successful civic engagement within interagency task forces to present different challenges given
the different skill sets, philosophy, and civic engagement goals of the agencies that comprise the
task forces.74
The Department asked the Administrative Agency Work Group to share their insights on
best practices in civic engagement as well as identified challenges in implementing civic engagement.75 The Administrative Agency Work Group was also asked to share their thoughts and
ideas on how to successfully achieve the goals of the Executive Order.76
The biggest challenge identified among the administrative agency work group was ensuring
how leadership communicated its commitment to civic engagement.77 The group identified ten
goals for leadership to consider in fostering a culture of civic engagement within an administrative agency:78
1) Leadership should clearly express its support for civic engagement to play a role in the
development of agency policy;
2) Leadership should clearly define its expectations for civic engagement in the development of policy within the agency;
3) Leadership should provide adequate resources for civic engagement in the development
of policy within the agency;
4) Leadership should provide staff with adequate training to successfully implement civic
engagement in the development of agency policy;
5) Leadership should determine its current civic engagement baseline in order to measure
future progress or determine lack of progress;
6) Leadership should measure and track success of civic engagement in the development
of policy within the agency;
7) Leadership should encourage staff to engage with diverse communities in non-agency
related activities;
8) Leadership should provide the public with clear expectations at the beginning of the
civic engagement process;
9) Leadership should ensure that civic engagement events comply with the law and are
welcoming to the public; and
10) Leadership should develop a formal communication strategy to inform the public as to
how its input was used by the agency.
The Administrative Agency Work Group believed that it was extremely beneficial to have a
clear statement as to why civic engagement is important to the administrative agency in order
to provide direction to all within the agency.79 The two most common overarching principles
expressed by committee members for an administrative agency to successfully implementing
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civic engagement were to: (1) build and sustain our democracy and (2) increase program efficacy.80
Under the rubric of democracy building, government is built upon the premise that government exists to fulfill the public good for its citizens.81 In order to fulfill the public good, administrative agencies must be in active dialog with citizens to understand their needs and desires.82
The legitimacy of our democratic institutions to lead the public derives from the belief that
the public has had a fair and meaningful role in the decisions that government makes which
impacts their lives.83 Administrative agencies can serve a valuable role in ensuring the vibrancy
of our democracy by facilitating civic engagement with the public to ensure that all individuals have a fair and meaningful role in the decisions that government makes which impact their
lives.84
Individuals and their communities are also strengthened through the process of civic engagement. The capacity building potential of individuals and communities to reach their goals
and realize their aspirations within our democracy are dramatically increased when administrative agencies are intentional in their civic engagement efforts.85
Some agency leaders suggested that government has an affirmative obligation to engage
in civic engagement with disenfranchised groups even if the obligation is not explicitly stated
within statute.86 A nation risks the freedom of its citizens when it fails to adequately educate its
citizens about their rights to petition government and inform them of the issues that impact
their lives.87
Several administrative agencies considered civic engagement important because civic engagement improved their program efficacy.88 The three most common rationales offered by
administrative agencies that civic engagement improves program efficacy were:89
§§ Increases the likelihood of the successful implementation of policy — assists agencies in
building trust within communities so that resistance to change is minimized or eliminated such that policy initiatives can be more successfully implemented;
§§ Increases understanding of the complexity and depth of problems – associated with the
delivery of program services; and
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§§ Identifies solutions to problems – solutions often exist within historically disenfranchised communities and among those impacted by the problem sought to be addressed
by the agency.90
The agency leaders acknowledged that as a practical matter some individuals within an administrative agency might question the position that active civic engagement participation improves
program efficacy as it necessitates ascribing to a narrative that while the agency has expertise,
the agency does not have all of the answers. Agency leaders noted that it was therefore very important to intentionally to combat the false narrative of the omnipotent administrative agency
official. Several agency leaders discussed the value of leading by example in sharing instances
in which their knowledge grew by actively listening to the public.
E. Secretary of State Meeting
The Department met with the Office of the Minnesota Secretary of State (SoS) in response to
the desire of the public,91 advocacy organizations,92 and administrative agencies in an effort to
diversify membership on state boards, state councils and state commissions (collectively “state
boards”).
The SoS acts as a clearing house of information for the public regarding state boards, but
SoS has no oversight over state boards and no role in appointing members on state boards.
Some state boards have their members appointed by the Governor alone, some state boards
have their membership appointed by the Governor and legislature, and others are appointed by
executive branch agencies.
There is no uniformity among state boards. The number of people serving on state boards
varies significantly from less than ten to more than 20 people. Some state boards require their
members live within certain geographic areas in Minnesota, while other states have no geographic restriction. While many state boards provide a per diem for attending meetings, some
offer no compensation. In a few instances, state boards provide a salary or stipend for individuals to serve.
In the conversation with the Secretary of State, several themes emerged concerning challenges associated with diversifying state boards. The first challenge identified was the difficulty
of determining the current baseline of diversity on state boards.93 No uniform process existed
for collecting and publishing information on the existing diversity on state boards.94 While
many believed that there were significant disparities on state boards, the depth and extent of
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disparities was unknown. Additionally, no process existed for collecting and publishing information on individuals who applied to state boards.95
The second challenge was the lack of awareness among diverse applicants concerning the
role and impact of state boards.96 The third challenge identified was the lack of awareness among
diverse applicants of open positions and the process to apply to serve on state boards.97 As two
of the challenges concerned education and awareness, the Department and the Secretary of
State began brainstorming as to how best to improve the dissemination of information to diverse communities about the impact of state boards and how to apply to state boards.

V. Steering Committee to Create Work Plan
In the fall of 2015, the Department engaged in a deliberate outreach effort to create a diverse
steering committee comprised of people that was reflective of the communities that have been
historically disenfranchised.98 The Department, in formulating the steering committee, sought
to include Native Americans, people who identify as belonging to various racial and ethnic
communities, people who identify as from the LGBTQ community, and people who identify
as individuals with disabilities.99 In selecting members to serve on the steering committee, the
Department was mindful that individuals living outside of the metropolitan area sometimes
felt excluded from the political process; the Department, therefore sought to ensure that there
would be individuals from every region within Minnesota to ensure geographic diversity on
the committee.100
Deputy Commissioner Shipchandler led the Department’s steering committee grassroots
recruitment effort. In seeking to ensure a diverse pool of candidates to choose from to serve
on the steering committee, the Department reached out to each of the 11 federally recognized
Tribal communities in Minnesota.101 The Department reached out to legacy organizations seeking to increase opportunities for racial and ethnic community groups such as the African–
American Leadership Forum (AALF), the Coalition of Asian–American Leaders (CAAL),
and LatinoLEAD.102 The Department also reached out to executive branch agencies that seek
to facilitate ensuring economic, social, legal, and political equality for historically disenfranchised groups such as Council on Asian–Pacific Minnesotans,103 Minnesota Council on Latino
Affairs,104 Council for Minnesotans of African Heritage,105 Minnesota Indian Affairs Council,106
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Minnesota State Council on Disability,107 Commission on Deaf, Deafblind & Hard of Hearing
in Minnesota,108 and the Office of the Economic Status of Women.109
The Department’s recruitment effort yielded more than 60 candidates.110 The Department,
consistent with its goals for a diverse steering committee to hear the voice of communities
within Minnesota, selected 35 steering committee members.111 The Executive Directors of the
Council on Asian–Pacific Minnesotans, Minnesota Council on Latino Affairs, Council for
Minnesotans of African Heritage, Minnesota Indian Affairs Council, Minnesota State Council
on Disability and the Office of the Economic Status of Women were placed on the steering committee as ex-officio members.112
The Department convened the first steering committee meeting on December 8, 2015.113
The Department provided committee members with the results of the preliminary survey identifying the civic engagement efforts of administrative agencies that had been provided to the
Governor.114
The Department also brought to the initial meeting some preliminary ideas for the steering
committee to consider in the development of the civic engagement work plan. The Department
arranged the ideas into the following four categories: (1) increasing meaningful engagement
from diverse communities in agency policy making, (2) developing civic engagement infrastructure within administrative agencies, (3) working toward ensuring interagency efforts reflect communities served, and (4) diversifying membership of boards and commissions that
impact administrative agency policy decisions.115
Some of the ideas presented to the steering committee for increasing meaningful engagement from diverse communities in agency policy making included the following suggestions:
§§ Provide listening sessions with the community to identify historical conditions that
have created distrust and identify practical solutions for the healing and reconciliation
needed to rebuild trust;116
§§ Identify best practices for meetings that consider location and time of the event; provision of childcare, food and parking; clarity of the role of the public in the process; and
timing of public communication with sufficient notice to the public;117
§§ Build ongoing relationships with communities so that they are always part of the process in developing policy, including the possibility of co-creating policy;118
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§§ Recommend practical and creative resources for administrative agencies to use to ensure meetings are held in compliance with the Americans with Disabilities Act and the
Minnesota Human Rights Act;119
§§ Identify metrics that will be used to create a baseline of current practices and a plan for
continuous improvement over time;120 and
§§ Ensure that communities have meaningful input into agency policy making and that all
communities are viewed by administrative agencies as resources.121
In framing the ideas for developing civic engagement infrastructure within administrative
agencies, the steering committee was informed that communities want to be viewed as a source
for ideas, transformation, and leadership.122 Administrative agencies must acknowledge that
communities should have meaningful impact into agency policy making decisions.123 Finally,
agencies must be committed to developing and creating the skills, resources, and internal agency culture necessary to engage with diverse cultural communities.124
Some of the ideas presented to the steering committee for developing civic engagement
infrastructure within administrative agencies included the following suggestions:
§§ Identify specific ways in which agencies can ensure communities have meaningful and
purposeful impact into agency policymaking decisions;125
§§ Provide recommendations on how to achieve cultural and behavioral shifts that agencies need to make to better engage communities;126
§§ Make recommendations on how to build infrastructure within agencies such as:127
• Changing agency culture to promote civic engagement and promote culturally
adaptable practices;
• Communicate the importance of civic engagement throughout the administrative
agency;
• Providing training to agency staff;
• Identifying external and internal resources to develop competency; and
• Identify metrics that can be used to determine existing baseline of civic engagement
efforts and improve existing civic engagement practices.
The Department also suggested to the steering committee that it examine the civic engagement
practices of interagency efforts.128 The primary suggestion provided by the Department was to
meet with representatives from the Olmstead Sub-Cabinet, the Reducing Recidivism group,
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and the Ending Homelessness Initiative to evaluate the civic engagement strategies of each initiative and identify best practices.129
The final suggestion provided by the Department for the steering committee was to identify
strategies to diversify the membership of state boards and commissions that impact administrative policy decisions.130 The specific suggestions provided by the Department included:
§§ Assist the Secretary of State’s office to implement better tracking of the composition and
applicant pool of state boards;131
§§ Establish metrics, baselines and goals for increasing diversity;132
§§ Promote the importance of diverse state boards to the Governor’s office; and133
§§ Educate and raise the diversity of boards and commissions within diverse communities134

VI. Creation of Work Plan
The steering committee subsequently created four subcommittees to develop the civic engagement work plan.135 In keeping with the principle of collaborative decision making between the
public and administrative agencies, the steering committee had each subcommittee co-chaired
by at least one member from the public and one administrative agency member.136
A. Defining Meaningful Engagement
The topic that generated the most discussion was the topic of how the public and government
should define what constitutes meaningful engagement. The steering committee believed that
it was critically important to stress that meaningful engagement means that relationships and
conversations are reciprocal, authentic and happen with the intent of making an impact.137
Additionally, engagement should be educative for all involved and take into account that diversity, equity, and inclusion are positive values that strengthen our democratic society. The
steering committee ultimately defined meaningful engagement “as the intentional effort of government to facilitate meaningful dialog with all members of the public in its work and in the
development of policy.”138
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The reasons articulated by the steering committee for pursuing civic engagement echoed
prior community conversations and discussions with administrative agencies. The rationale for
civic engagement set forth by the steering committee in the work plan provides as follows:
§§ Meaningful engagement strengthens our democracy as it reaffirms the consent of the
governed. Meaningful engagement also increases the efficiency of government as the
ideas of all innovative and creative people are considered and the level of trust in society
increases in the identified solutions sought to be implemented by government; and
§§ Building a genuine relationship with communities is integral to implementing meaningful engagement. People are experts in knowing their long–term needs and how to
maximize their interactions within the places they live, learn, and work. Collective
problem solving takes advantages of the insights of everyone involved.
The final work plan that was developed by the steering committee is set forth below in its entirety.139
B. The Work Plan
1. Laying the Foundation for Meaningful Engagement

Background
Communities of color, American Indian communities, LGBTQ communities and disability communities have previously been underrepresented in policy making. The failure to include these communities in the development of policy is detrimental to the
long– term interests of the State of Minnesota. Effective meaningful engagement with
all citizens in our state is essential to the functioning of Minnesota government. For
engagement to happen, there has to be an intentional period of building trust with
these communities. Trust must first be established with underrepresented communities
before meaningful engagement can occur.
Goals and Strategies
Build trust through community engagement conversations:
§§ Hold a series of authentic community engagement conversations around the
state that identify practical solutions for healing and community needs for
reconciliation to build trust. The conversations should reflect the principles of
meaningful engagement, be convened by trusted community organizations, be
held in locations that facilitate power sharing and mutual understanding, have
clear expectations and ground rules, and include clear statements on what and
how information will be used.
§§ Measure the success of these conversations including whether people feel heard
and the quality of the conversation.
139
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Build trust through all interactions with community
§§ Embody the principles of meaningful engagement in all interactions.
§§ Agencies will be present and connected to communities to build long–term relationships by regularly participating in community conversations, events and
activities even when there is no short–term or present benefit for the agency.
2. Build Infrastructure

Background
Agencies currently conduct meaningful engagement efforts, however there is room to
deepen the engagement and further affect policy. Historical conditions have created
distrust and because of that, some communities are wary of the actions and motives of
government. Leadership commitment is key to effectively engaging and addressing the
many policies that create unnecessary barriers.
There are many government policies, from data practices140 that may make the
names of people who come to meetings public to restrictions [for] purchasing food,
which make it difficult to do effective meaningful engagement. In addition, unquestioned agency practices may pose additional barriers. There are a variety of meaningful
engagement methods and protocols used around the state, but many of them do not
specifically consider communities that have been traditionally marginalized in the political process. Measurement is needed in order to create accountability for change and
refine policy and practices.
Goals and Strategies
Communities should be viewed as a valuable source for ideas, transformation and leadership by administrative agencies
§§ Use information gleaned from ongoing relationships and consider purchasing
the services of members of impacted communities as consultants.
§§ Agencies will analyze and document the impact of policy or services on priority
communities and routinely ask if the policy is more effective for those impacted.
Agency leadership, culture, policy, and practice support meaningful engagement.
§§ Senior leaders will support meaningful engagement in a variety of ways, such as
incorporating meaningful engagement into the agency mission, regularly communicating support of meaningful engagement, and providing adequate staff
and financial resources to support meaningful engagement.
§§ Meaningful engagement is incorporated into inter and intra agency training,
work plans and performance management.
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§§ Assess and create plans to address formal and informal barriers to meaningful
engagement such as data practices, purchasing food, lack of per diems and agency culture.
§§ Create and strengthen networks of people who are doing meaningful engagement across state government to enhance mutual learning.
§§ Agencies maintain dynamic lists of community organizations to be used to ensure that diverse perspectives are included in community engagement.
§§ Agencies coordinate among and within agencies so that the state is not always
approaching the same people for input.
Agencies should devote adequate resources to facilitate meaningful engagement with
the community.
§§ Agencies should expand their definition of cultural communities to include
race, ethnicity, sexual orientation and disability status.
§§ Ensure public meetings are inclusive by incorporating sufficient notice (ideally
at least 14 days in advance), being held at times and locations that promote
community participation and accessibility for people with disabilities, providing
materials in different formats and consider needs such as childcare.
§§ Agencies use culturally adaptable practices such as providing for language access, developing new channels to cultivate relationships, using facilitators from
cultural communities, and using culturally tailored materials and methods.
Agencies will also work to provide materials that use plain language.
§§ Community organizations and individuals are compensated and/or reimbursed
for their planning and implementing outreach efforts. Agencies provide, as feasible, per diem or mileage reimbursement, food at meetings and assess such
policies that create barriers to meaningful engagement.
§§ Agencies develop and use creative means of soliciting input from community
members and go to them.
Agencies measure the effectiveness of meaningful engagement.
§§ Agencies acknowledge that there are both quantitative and qualitative measures
that should be analyzed. Along with monitoring who is at the meetings, agencies
should assess whether or not people feel their time and opinions were valued
and if those who are part of agency engagement efforts would participate in another agency engagement effort. Agencies should create an agency scorecard to
assess meaningful engagement across the agency.
3. Diversify Boards and Commissions

Background
The State of Minnesota has more than 220 boards, agencies, councils and task forces
(collectively Boards) whose members are appointed by the Governor, commissioners of
executive branch administrative agencies and members of the Legislature. The Boards
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have a variety of powers such as licensing and registering members of various professions, providing advice on public policy, and overseeing grant, loan, or compensation
programs.
The majority of the above appointments are managed through an open appointments process that is coordinated by the Secretary of State’s (SoS) office. In the SoS office’s annual report on Board membership, the report indicates that nearly one third of
Boards did not provide Board demographic data to the SoS office.
Applicants are currently required to provide their name, address and felony conviction information, data such as gender, national origin, race; whether they identify as
a person with a disability is optional. Applicants are not asked to identify their sexual
orientation. No demographic information is collected by the SoS office after someone
is appointed.
In comparing the aggregate data from the SoS office Open Appointments Annual
Compilation of Statistical Report of Multi–Member Agencies report with United States
Census American Community Survey data for communities of color and individuals
with disabilities in Minnesota, the Committee found that there were disparities for
communities of color and individuals with disabilities. The Committee found that disparities for communities of color were particularly pronounced for individuals who
identify as Hispanic or Latino or who identify as Asian or Pacific Islander.
Goals and Strategies
Boards should be reflective of the demographics of people of color, American Indian
Communities, individuals with disabilities and individuals who identify as LGBTQ in
the State of Minnesota.
§§ Encourage the adoption of goals that every Board is reflective of people of color,
American Indian Communities, individuals with disabilities, and individuals
who identify as LGBTQ in Minnesota; Boards that have more than 10 members should be encouraged to disaggregate their goals for people of color and
American Indian Communities.
§§ Encourage Boards to develop and implement retention strategies such as: (1)
creating a more inclusive onboarding process for members; (2) creating recognition strategies for Board members; and (3) identifying and removing barriers
to Board meeting attendance.
§§ Eliminate statutory requirement for applicants to provide criminal history information except where absence of criminal conviction is a statutory requirement to participate on the Board.
Appointing Authorities and Boards should expand recruiting and outreach efforts to
communities of color, American Indian Communities, individuals with disabilities and
individuals who identify as LGBTQ in the State of Minnesota.
§§ Appointing Authorities and Boards should create a recruiting and outreach plan
that is inclusive of communities of color, American Indian Communities, in-
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dividuals with disabilities and individuals who identify as LGBTQ by: (1) collaborating with state ethnic councils, the Olmstead Implementation Office and
legacy community organizations, (2) distributing informational materials on
opportunities to serve on Boards to targeted audiences, and (3) developing materials that celebrate recruiting successes achieved by Boards.
§§ Create venues in which staff and members of the Board can share best practices
regarding recruiting and outreach.
Improve data collection efforts concerning Board applicants.
§§ Encourage Board applicants to provide more demographic information by: (1)
asking for demographic information after appointment to the Board has been
made, (2) adding a statement on the application explaining the importance of
collecting demographic information to increase diverse board representation,
and (3) adding additional categories for individuals to identify, for example, as
multi–racial or as LGBTQ.
§§ Compile and publish applicant pool data to assess the diversity of the Board applicant pool.
4. Interagency Strategy

Background
The State of Minnesota is committed to addressing disparities in education, housing,
employment, wealth creation, and criminal justice. Addressing disparities is often complex as it requires working across disciplines and jurisdictions as solutions to disparities
are often multifaceted and require systemic institutional change. Working to address
disparities within historically disenfranchised communities is challenging because the
communities often have a deep lack of trust in government. Working with a variety of
agencies and units of government is also challenging because of the differing approaches to meaningful engagement.
The State of Minnesota has created interagency taskforces with local units of government and the public to develop solutions to addressing society’s most pressing disparities. Because of the complexities of working with multiple stakeholders and the lack
of trust that exists between historically disenfranchised communities and government,
the committee has identified several goals and strategies to enhance meaningful engagement in addressing disparities.
Goals and Strategies
Interagency efforts should play an active role in leveling the playing field of information
with disenfranchised communities about policy, systems and process.
§§ Efforts should consider creating informational documents for the public that
explain the jurisdiction and scope of government stakeholders in the process.
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§§ Efforts should create a common glossary of terms to increase public awareness
and understanding.
§§ Efforts should inform the public as to what data exists and where there are gaps
in data.
§§ Efforts should provide staff resources for the public to be informed throughout
the policy development process.
Interagency efforts should be intentional in building trust with community at all stages.
Trust is built through clear and transparent communication.
§§ Efforts should be clear with the public as to the scope and intended purpose of
the initiative.
§§ Efforts should contain explicit statements about: (1) how input will ultimately
be incorporated in shaping policy, (2) how community can provide input into
the process, and (3) when community can participate in the process.
§§ The purpose of public testimony and how the interagency effort intends to use
public testimony should be clear.
§§ Efforts should be intentional in welcoming community members into policy
discussions; for example, interagency efforts should consider hosting meetings
within community organization meeting space.
Interagency efforts should be proactive, thoughtful, and strategic in determining the
role of senior agency leadership in meaningful engagement efforts.
§§ Prior to launching any interagency efforts, senior leadership of administrative
agencies and local units of government should discuss challenges to successful
engagement and reach consensus on how to maximize effective management.
§§ Senior leadership should visibly demonstrate commitment to collaboration by
participation in community listening sessions and outreach activities.
§§ As involvement of front–line staff in the process of meaningful engagement may
occasionally be misinterpreted as a lack of sincerity to engage with community,
senior leadership may wish to consider: (1) setting up a process for subsequent
contact with senior leadership, (2) clearly state the reporting responsibility to
senior leadership at a meaningful engagement forum, and 3) explain how information at meaningful engagement forum will be used in the implementation of
policy.
The Department bound the work plan and electronically published the civic engagement work
plan on its website. The civic engagement work plan was discussed and formally presented to
Governor Dayton at the August 2016 Diversity & Inclusion Council meeting.
While finalizing the civic engagement plan, the Department submitted several requests for
program funding from Foundations. The Department was fortunate to obtain a funding grant
from the Bush Foundation to assist the Department in hiring a Civic Engagement Director and
to assist the Department in hosting events with the public to facilitate the civic engagement
work plan.141 Prior to finalizing the civic engagement work plan, the Department had already
141
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begun to interview candidates for the newly created Civic Engagement Director position. The
Department created the Civic Engagement Director position to help facilitate the implementation of the civic engagement work plan. Several committee members were involved in the
hiring process, which included recruiting candidates and having members sit on the interview
panel. The new Civic Engagement Director was hired by the Department in September of 2016.
C. Governance Structure
The steering committee had several discussions about the governance structure that could best
assist administrative agencies in implementing the civic engagement work plan. The steering
committee suggested that three committees be created to assist the Department in strategically
implementing the civic engagement work plan. The three committees were: (1) steering, (2)
implementation, and (3) practitioners.
The duties of the new steering committee would be to provide accountability to the public
and strategic guidance to administrative agencies as they work toward implementing the civic
engagement plan. The proposed composition of the steering committee would be community
members and executive branch employees. Individuals who developed the work plan believed
that the steering committee would be critical to building and sustaining trust with historically
disenfranchised communities. Everyone who served on the committee that originally developed the work plan were encouraged to apply to serve on the steering committee.
The steering committee believed that it was important to create an implementation committee that could help drive culture change within their administrative agency as well as within
the state-wide enterprise. The implementation committee would be comprised of administrative agency officials who had the positional authority to champion ideas, policies and protocols
suggested and developed by the public, and support civic practitioners with resources within
administrative agencies.
Finally, the steering committee believed that it was important to create a practitioners’
group that would be comprised of state civic engagement staff within each of the administrative
agencies. At the time of the initiation of the civic engagement effort, no civic engagement practitioner group existed. The suggestion was to create a practitioners’ group and for the practitioners’ groups to evolve into a professional development network around civic engagement that
would provide peer support and support the coordination of civic engagement efforts within
the statewide enterprise.

VII. Implementation of Work Plan
In approaching the implementation of the work plan, the Department was mindful of the need
to simultaneously juggle several tasks with internal and external stakeholders in order to sustain momentum of the civic engagement effort. The Department understood that it was important to:
§§ Continue building trust with disenfranchised communities;
§§ Coordinate training of civic engagement practitioners within administrative agencies;
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§§ Develop tools for measuring short–term and long–term success of civic engagement
efforts;
§§ Collaborate with the Governor’s office and advocacy groups and organizations to diversify state boards; and
§§ Educate the public, administrative agencies and Governor’s office on civic engagement
effort accomplishments.
As a result, the Department initiated the following efforts.
A. Information Campaign
In an effort to introduce the new Civic Engagement Director and unveil the new civic engagement work plan, the Department launched an information campaign comprised of formal presentations to agency officials and informal presentations to advocacy organizations.
After the civic engagement plan was presented to the Governor at the August 2016 Diversity
& Inclusion Council meeting the Governor requested the Commissioner of Human Rights
present the civic engagement plan to all the administrative agencies at the following Cabinet
meeting.
In addition to presenting at the Cabinet meeting, the Department also held a formal “kickoff ” meeting for administrative agencies in the fall of 2016. While all administrative agency
officials were welcome, the Department targeted its outreach efforts to the administrative agencies that had not formally participated in the work that lead to the development of the civic
engagement work plan. This strategy was undertaken to broaden the baseline understanding of
the civic engagement work plan. As the State of Minnesota is a large and diverse organization
employing more than 50,000 employees, the Department understood that it was important to
be intentional to share information about the civic engagement effort and not to assume that
there was awareness of the work. The “kickoff ” meeting was well attended and there was significant enthusiasm for the effort to work more collaboratively with the public.
Shortly after the kickoff meeting, the Department secured an invitation to speak at the
monthly Deputy Commissioners meeting. The Deputy Commissioners are primarily responsible for the day-to-day operations of the agency and are critically important to the successful implementation of new policy or program initiatives. The Department presented the civic
engagement work plan in the winter of 2016 at the Deputy Commissioners meeting to ensure
senior leadership staff within all the administrative agencies were aware of the plan and how to
contact Human Rights with questions or to request assistance going forward.
Appreciating the level of historical distrust within communities, the Department also had
similar meetings with community organizations and the state ethnic councils to provide them
with an update on the hiring of the new Civic Engagement Director and civic engagement work
plan. The meetings served as a reminder of the historical level of distrust of government. While
reserving some level of skepticism, attendees at these community meetings were excited about
the prospect of administrative agencies being intentional in expanding their outreach efforts to
all communities.
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B. Civic Engagement Training Series
The Civic Engagement Director and Civic Engagement Coordinator met with several civic engagement practitioners to develop the Civic Engagement Training Series. Most of the trainings
were foundational to ensure that attendees understood the fundamentals of civic engagement,
acquired basic civic engagement skills, and understood the principles and values of civic engagement as set forth in the civic engagement plan. The Civic Engagement Training Series was
held in the spring of 2017 and 2018. Training topics included:
§§ Breaking Out of the Permission Zone
§§ Building Trust
§§ Conflict Resolution
§§ Core Skills in Community Engagement
§§ Designing Civic Engagement Events
§§ Evaluation in Community Engagement
§§ Facilitation Skills
§§ Foundations of Community Engagement for Practitioners
§§ Foundations of Community Engagement for Managers and Supervisors
§§ Foundations of Community Engagement for Agency Leaders
§§ Maintaining Buy-in and Accountability
§§ Self-Care for Engagement Practitioners
§§ Stakeholder Analysis
§§ Powerful Questions in Engagement
§§ World Café
More than 350 people participated in the training series to gain practical skills and knowledge
to improve their civic engagement efforts in their own work and within their agency. Training
evaluations showed that 85 percent of participants were satisfied with the training and 80 percent of participants reported having a deeper understanding of civic engagement because of the
training they attended. The training series helped raise visibility of the Diversity and Inclusion
Council’s Civic Engagement work, served as a model for administrative agencies to replicate
when providing civic engagement training to their staff, and further contributed to creating
a culture and an environment of constant learning and connection with the civic engagement
initiative. The training series also provided more space for practitioners to continue to build
relationships with their peers, find places for collaboration, and de-silo their work within their
administrative agency.
C. Practitioners’ Group
The Practitioners’ Group has become the civic engagement network home for civic engagement
practitioners within the state to develop leadership skills, find peer support, brainstorm new
ideas to navigate challenges, and work together to address systemic barriers to authentic civic
engagement. The Practitioners’ Group has been meeting monthly since its first convening by
the Civic Engagement Director in January 2017.
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Since its formation, the Practitioners’ Group has met to discuss a variety of topics such as:
§§ Foundations of Community Engagement
§§ Co-creation of best practices
§§ Diversity and Inclusion
§§ Food Policy
§§ Creating Accessible Documents
§§ Digital Engagement
§§ Civic Engagement Assessments
§§ Fostering Connections Between Government and Community
§§ Civic Engagement World Café
§§ Transition Plan and Leadership for Practitioners Group
§§ 2020 Minnesota Census
§§ Engagement Through an Equity Lens: Navigating intersectionality Within Marginalized
Communities
In addition, the Practitioners’ Group formed two working groups to make recommendations
regarding the state’s special expense policy (for food) and crafted a civic engagement best practices document as a resource guide for all civic engagement practitioners.
Appreciating the critical role civic engagement practitioners play in shaping the civic engagement culture of their administrative agency, the Practitioners’ Group is critically important
to the long-term sustainability of meaningful civic engagement within Minnesota state government.
D. Civic Engagement Newsletter
The Civic Engagement Director and Civic Engagement Coordinator created the Civic
Engagement Newsletter to periodically send out information to individuals interested in keeping current with the civic engagement efforts within the state. The newsletter highlights important civic engagement news such as upcoming events, job postings, and opportunities to
network. The newsletter helps spread the message of the civic engagement effort across and
outside of state government. The newsletter has been especially helpful for civic engagement
practitioners within small administrative agencies to identify and leverage civic engagement resources. In less than two years, the quarterly newsletter had grown to nearly 2,000 subscribers.
E. Civic Engagement Agency Assessment Tool
In July 2017, Governor Dayton asked all cabinet level agencies to provide an update to his office on their respective Diversity & Inclusion efforts. In light of the Governor’s request, the
Department developed a tool to assist administrative agencies in assessing their engagement
efforts, identifying successes and challenges, and ensuring there is an understanding of what
needs to be done to improve engagement within the agency. The Assessment Tool was created based upon goals from the Civic Engagement Plan and input from the Civic Engagement
Implementation Committee.
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The Assessment Tool was designed to help agencies think more strategically about their
civic engagement efforts by providing ideas and strategies that agencies can take to systemically
improve their civic engagement efforts as well as timeframes in which to accomplish their goals.
The Assessment Tool sets forth three goals for administrative agencies to assess in evaluating their civic engagement efforts. Within each goal, there are identified objectives and recommended actions that can be undertaken by the administrative agency. The Assessment Tool
also provides an opportunity for administrative agencies to identify what actions they intend to
take, the targeted date for completion of the task, and the individual responsible for completing
the task.
Agencies are also asked within the Assessment Tool to specify what specific action they undertook in completing the recommended action. Agencies are then asked to assess their efforts
in accomplishing the following goals based on the scale 1-Excellent; 2-Adequate; 3-Inadequate;
or NA, Not applicable:
1) Senior leadership is committed to a vibrant democracy by ensuring that all people living
in Minnesota understand the work of the agency;
2) Senior leadership is committed to a vibrant democracy by ensuring that all people living in Minnesota have the opportunity to participate in the development of policy; and
3) The Agency is committed to continuous improvement by developing, measuring, and
evaluating civic engagement metrics.
Under the first goal within the Assessment Tool, there are three objectives. The first objective is
“senior leadership conveys importance of civic engagement to individuals within and external
to the agency.” Under the first objective, the Assessment Tool identifies the following recommended actions:
§§ Incorporate civic engagement within mission, vision and value statement of the agency;
§§ Develop and implement a civic engagement framework document;
§§ Create a civic engagement advisory committee that includes members of the public;
§§ Make inclusion of people of color, American Indian communities, LGBTQ communities and people with disabilities a priority for all boards, commissions, and advisory
committees; and
§§ Commissioner and senior leaders regularly provide a statement emphasizing the importance of civic engagement.
The second objective is for “managers and supervisors to value civic engagement for all people
living in Minnesota.” Under the second objective, the Assessment Tool identifies the following
recommended actions:
§§ Incorporate civic engagement within work plans and performance measures of employees;
§§ Ensure that civic engagement is reflected within position descriptions of employees;
§§ Ensure that civic engagement staff are supported and well resourced;
§§ Ensure that people in the agency complete agency-wide civic engagement training; and
§§ Recognize and reward the civic engagement efforts of people working the agency.
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The third and final objective under the first goal provides that “information about the operations of the agency is communicated in a transparent manner to allow the public to understand
the work of the agency.” Under this objective, the Assessment Tool provides the following recommendations:
§§ Commissioner and senior agency officials regularly meet with the public to discuss the
work of the agency;
§§ Commissioner and senior agency officials regularly meet with communities of color,
American Indian communities, LGBTQ communities and people with disabilities to
build trust;
§§ Web page and online presence provides a clear and transparent explanation of the work
of the agency; and
§§ Written materials published by the agency provide a clear and transparent explanation
of the work of the agency.
The second goal of the Assessment Tool has two objectives. The first objective provides that,
“public meetings and events are conducted in a manner that is inclusive for all to participate.”
There are three recommended actions set forth in the Assessment Tool for the first objective:
§§ Agency has adopted a public meeting checklist that ensures participation for those individuals who are poor, who are individuals with a disability, communities of color,
American Indian communities, and LGBTQ communities,
§§ Agency has developed metric tools to evaluate the active participation level of the public in its civic engagement initiative, and
§§ Agency allows members of the public to co-develop agendas and co-convene meetings
and events.
The second objective provides that, “information about the operations for the agency is communicated in a transparent manner to allow the public to participate in the development process of public policy.” There are four recommended actions set forth in the Assessment Tool for
the second objective:
§§ Public understands how their input to public policy process will be used by the agency;
§§ Public is given sufficient time to understand the information provided by the agency;
§§ Meetings are posted with sufficient time to allow the public to adequately participate in
the public policy development process; and
§§ Agency provides adequate information to allow the public to ask questions.
The final goal within the Assessment Tool has one objective which provides that the “agency
has developed internal processes to evaluate their civic engagement efforts.” The recommended
actions for this objective within the Assessment Tool are:
§§ Agency measures and evaluates the inclusive nature of its public meetings;
§§ Agency measures and evaluates how well the public understands the work of the agency; and
§§ Agency measures and evaluates how well the public feels that it was involved in the development of public policy.
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All of the administrative agencies utilized the Assessment Tool. As a result of the administrative
agencies using the Assessment Tool, there is a better understanding of where the enterprise is as
a whole with civic engagement. Key learnings from the collected results:
1) Many agencies are implementing efforts that are leading the way in civic engagement
and more needs to be done to share that knowledge.
2) More needs to be done to institutionalize civic engagement practice throughout individual agencies.
3) Evaluating and measuring civic engagement continues to be an area of need.
F. Metrics Evaluation Project
As discussed above, more than 20 of the 24 cabinet agencies in the survey administered in
2015 asked for help with measuring their civic engagement work. In response to this need, the
Department issued a Request for Proposals for the purpose of entering into a contract with a
vendor that would assist the State in developing tools and best practices on how agencies can
evaluate their civic engagement efforts. In January 2017, the Department entered into a contract with the Improve Group to lead the project. The duties of the Improve Group include:
§§ Research existing civic engagement evaluation measurements and metrics used by a
sample of executive branch agencies, other government entities, nonprofits, and businesses, around the state, country or even internationally.
§§ Based on the research, develop a menu of evaluation measures and metrics that agencies can use to measure their civic engagement efforts. Create written materials for administrative agencies use.
§§ Pilot measures with three agencies: Environmental Quality Board (EQB), Minnesota
Department of Transportation (MnDOT), and the Olmstead Implementation Office
(OIO).
§§ Develop case summaries of these efforts so that those inside and outside the State of
Minnesota can learn about the initiative’s efforts.
The Improve Group convened an advisory committee to provide leadership and facilitate their
work with administrative agencies. They conducted research on civic engagement evaluation
tools and worked with the identified pilot projects to develop and test their evaluation framework. The administrative agency projects that were chosen to participate in the pilot are:
§§ EQB Public Meetings and Strategic Planning Process
• This pilot will be useful for state boards and commissions, agencies that convene
public meetings, and those who conduct environmental review proceedings.
§§ MnDOT Rethinking I-94 Project
• This pilot will be useful for state agencies that are engaged with large public infrastructure projects which require coordination between technical experts, contractors, and engagement staff, as well as any other projects that directly impact physical
locations where people congregate and live.
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§§ OIO Community Engagement Workgroup
• The pilot will be useful for state agencies that convene advisory groups, large interagency initiatives, and seek to evaluate service delivery programs.
The Improve Group working in collaboration with Department staff, pilot project staff, and the
advisory committee, developed a working civic engagement framework. The Improve Group
and the Department believe that the Evaluation Framework has the potential to be transformative in that the framework allows for the evaluation of civic engagement by administrative
agencies in a cyclical and continuous lens that includes multiple types of evaluation.142 The
working framework will be further refined through tests with the pilot projects.

The Improve Group concluded its work in December of 2018. The Department and the Improve
Group shared the findings of their work at the December 2018 Human Rights Symposium.
G. Diversifying Boards and Commissions
In January of 2018, the Department partnered with the Governor’s Office, the OIO, and Nexus
Community Partners143 to develop and host a training for creating welcoming board environments. The training was meant to provide current board members and their staff with tools to
create more welcoming and hospitable environments for new board members in order to improve the retention of diverse state board members. This is as important, if not more important,
than activities solely focused on recruiting diverse board members. Diverse state board members are often helpful in recruiting future diverse board members, as their networks are often
more diverse than the existing applicant candidate pool utilized by the state board.
The training session appeared to tap into the needs of state board members in that it brought
together over 70 people serving on state boards to talk about recruiting, retention, and creating
142

Amsler and Nabatchi, supra note 14 at 1659 (Suggesting that governmental units maximize their civic engagement efforts
when they are able to successfully combine the best features of their thin and thick participation efforts.)
143

Nexus Community Partners is a non–profit organization that seeks to “build more engaged and powerful communities of
color by supporting community–building initiatives that expand community wealth and foster social and human capital.”
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a welcoming environment. The response from board member attendees was incredibly enthusiastic and the Department worked with the Governor’s Office to convene a subsequent meeting
and event for state boards.
H. Civic Engagement Summit
On June 6, 2018, the State of Minnesota held its first ever Civic Engagement Summit. The
Summit brought together over 170 participants from community and all levels of government
to further build relationships, develop civic engagement skills, and work together to form a
more cohesive civic engagement network in Minnesota.
During the Morning Plenary titled, “Conversations with Minnesota’s Government Leaders,”
government leaders including, Secretary of State Steve Simon, Minneapolis Mayor Jacob Frey,
Saint Paul Mayor Melvin Carter, Governor Dayton’s Chief of Staff Joanna Dornfeld, and city
officials from Rochester, Duluth and Worthington held small table conversations with Summit
attendees in an effort to build trust, listen authentically, and continue to bridge the divide that
exists between government and communities.
The Summit was the first event of its kind to bring together civic engagement practitioners
from across the state and across sectors. Participants appreciated the speakers, the opportunity
to develop relationships with new peers, to connect with their government leaders in ways
they have never done before, and to build upon their civic engagement skills. The Summit also
provided space to take government work out of silos and encourage collaboration to build a
more connected civic engagement network across the state. Summit evaluations showed that 70
percent of attendees rated their overall experience as ‘very good’ or ‘excellent.’

VIII. Conclusion
Minnesota has taken several strides forward in strengthening its democracy and improving the
efficacy of government through the actions it has undertaken under Diversity and Inclusion
Executive Order 15-02. The work to realize the civic engagement vision of the Executive Order
was accelerated by the intentional effort to build trust with the public in developing the civic
engagement work plan. While portions of the civic engagement work plan remain to be fully
implemented, much has been accomplished by the public members who serve on the civic
engagement steering committee, administrative agency leaders and the numerous civic engagement practitioners within the state responsible for the daily implementation of civic engagement.
In looking to the future of civic engagement, the administrative agencies within Minnesota
government are poised to continue to make progress in implementing civic engagement. The
efforts of the civic engagement practitioners have already changed the state’s food policy consistent with the policy recommendation within the civic engagement plan. Many agencies have
enhanced their civic engagement infrastructure and the report concerning metrics to be published by the Improve Group discussed above will lead to the further refinement of civic engagement best practices.
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Minnesota’s civic engagement efforts within the Dayton Administration is the latest chapter
in Minnesota’s history to lead on civil rights and provide equal opportunities for all.

